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Atlanta mayor says
80s decade of hope
Dennis Pohlman
We will not remember the 1980s
as the decade of Ronald Reagan and
his cutbacks on the poor, but rather
the time when America moved
beyond the problems of race and
class, Atlanta Mayor Andrew
Young told some 250 people in
UNM's SUB Ballroom Wednesday.
The civil rights activist and former U.N. ambassador's campus talk
was sponsored by the Speaker's
Committee of ASUNM. The crowd
heard Young deliver a message of
·hope for the '80s and a recap of the
progress of the '60s and '70s.

Joe Cavaretta

ATLANTA MAYOR Andrew Young expresses his feelings tow•rds Re•g•nomics during his
•ddress •t the SUB Mst night.

"When I used to travel home in
the early '60s, I would stop to get gas
and go to the bathroom in South
Carolina. I'd roll up the windows
and drive straight through Georgia
without a single stop. In those days,
Georgia was the lynching capital of
the world. If somebody had told me I
ought to slow down and take a look
when I got to Atlanta, because
someday I might be the mayor of that
city, I'd have thought they were
crazy. That's how far we have
come," Young recalled.

-------------------------------------~--~~------------------·----~~~~--~-

Young said now Americans have
the integrated schools, the integrated politics, the integrated lunch
counters. ''It's time now to integrate
the money," he said describing the
widening gap in earning capacity between Blacks and whites.
"We won't see a retreat from votThe proposed plan wiJI aUow de- ing rights or open housing. But
partments to submit classes in when nobody can afford to buy a.
September and get the class sche- house, what does open housing matdule to the students in November. ter?" he asked.
"That would mean a much more
Young said the civil rights battles
accurate class schedule,'' Haid said.
of the '80s will be economic. He said
The problem with the plan is that most people wanted to believe
the departments would have to con- Reagan's simple answers to the
centrate on planning the spring schedule at the same time the fall semester is getting started.

Better registration system ·is
goal of registrar for '83-84
More accuracy, a more dependable class schedule and fewer orange
cards are some of the goals of a new
registration_schedule plan.

The changes in the two editions
can sometimes be so significant that
a student may have to change his
entire schedule when classes start.

The most important change, from
the students' point of view, is the
publishing of only one schedule.
"I think we'U do the students a
great favor, if we can say 'here is one
schedule you can pretty much count
on, • ''said Registrar Bill Haid, plan
designer.

By Upgrading the computer system, it would be possible to publish
only one dependable schedule, he
said. It will also allow shortening of
time between planning schedules
and publishing the book.

Currently, two schedules are published for the spring semester: the
preliminary edition in November
and the final one in Deumber.

Under the current system, classes
for spring 1982 were submitted to
the registrar last April. "In April,
the departments don't even have all
the contracts with teachers for the
next spring semester," Haid said.

They're still looking ...
The Presidential Search and
. Screening Committee "definitely
will" submit approximately eight
names of candidates for the vacant
UNM president's post Friday to the
Board of Regents.
·
Chester c. Travelstead, committee chairman, said no women are left
on the list of 13 active candidates,
but some New Mexico residents still
are under consideration. The committee will meet' today for the last
time and will"somehow finish up"
the process, he said.
He also said the Regents have
agreed on open meetings when
candidates are inviterl to the cam•
pus. The decision came in reaction
to requests from the Faculty Representation Association and the Coun-

cil of Deans for a question-andanswertime with the candidates who
come here.
A potential danger exists for
candidates who hold high-level jobs
if their names are released to the
public, Travelstead said. Employers
might frown on an employee who
applies for a job elsewhere. It especially would be embarrassing for
candidates if they did not get the job.
Travelstead said a lot of rumored
names of candidates have been circulating and that ''rumor always has
a shred of truth in it and a lot of
falsehood."
"

The Regents are expected to make
their presidential selection prior to
Dec. 31, when the terms of Calvin
Hom and Colleen Maloof end.
The committee began the screening process with a total of 217 appli·
cants and nominees.

r

complex problems of today, and
that's why they thought he really
could cut taxes, increase the military
budget, and still have a balanced
budget.
Young said people now realize
that can't happen. He said that if all
the money being wasted on defense
were instead used to provide jobs,
Americans be a lot more secure.
The Atlanta mayor said that if
Americans have learned anything
since the early civil rights days, it is
that violence doesn't work. ''[don't
believe we won the war in Vietnam.
I don't believe the North Vietnamese won it either. We didn't win
in Korea, and the Russians aren't
winning in Afghanistan," he said.
"The Israelis won a military victory
in Lebanon, but lost everything else.
Th'e Palestinians emerged stronger
than they have ever been," Young
said.
"If you go around starting something with a country that has nuclear •
weapons, you don't get rid of your
enemies. You get rid of them, yourself, and everybody else, too,"
Young said. He urged a nuclear
freeze and a stop to the anns race.

"I don't feel worried about the
times ahead," Young said in conclusion. ''The past has always extended beyond my dreams. We can
have peace and prosperity in our
time. We will move ahead, and
we'll solve the problems of this decade. By the time the '90s arrive,
we'll have a whple new set of problems, to be sure, but with all that we
have accomplished, and with all we
have to work with, we won't Jet
ourselves down. We can exceed
even our wildest hopes and
dreams," he said.

CBS to air Lobo game

The last couple of weeks Haid has
been introducing the plan to diffe- Steve King
rent departments, and so far "everyThe National Football League
body has been very much in favor of
it.'' The final decision will be made Players Association strike has
affected the University ofNew Mexin admissions and records.
ico Athletic Department - by about
·The ground work can be done by $90,000.
fall 1983 registration. For the fall
semester, the departments would
The Columbia Broadcasting Syshave to submit classes in February tem (CBS) announced earlier this
and make last conections March IS. week they would televise the UNMThe schedule would be out April l. Air Force football game at 1:30 p.m.
Saturday. CBS recently has begun
The registration times wouldn't televising college football this year
change.
after a 20-year layoff.
· The schedule itself, with its colorCBS is beginning to emphasize
ful advertisements, is "distasteful" college football more since the NFL
to Haid. "The ads take away from players strike began Sept. 20. It had
the purpose of the book," he said. been thought the UNM-Air Force
would be broadcast Sunday,
Although the ads do lower the game
but
the
costs, leaving them out could be ba- sion. network changed its decilanced by having the schedule
printed in New Mexico instead of
"We told them not to try to
New JerSey, where it is now sent to change
the game if at all possible,''
be printed.
said Dee Menzies, WAC assistant
•'Now tbe printing takes three infonnation director. ''Seeing it was
weeks. If we could do it locally, it such an important game and it being
would only be 10 days and cost Air Force's homecoming, they
made it a regional game. The kickoff
less," Haid said.
was moved back 15 minutes, but
Speeding up the registration sys- that was it.,.
tem will not be a ''piece of cake''
and some problems will still remain,
UNM has been on regional televiHaid said.
sion before, but Saturday's game

will be seen in 15 states. CBS will
send its number one crew with
announcers Gary Bender and Pat
Haden. The game will be shown to
21.2 percent of the market.
UNM's Athletic Office was notified Monday by the Western Athletic Conference office in Denver that
the game would be televis~d
throughout the Rocky Mountain
states.
It was learned Wednesday,
however, that the game will be telecast in Minnesota, North and South
Dakota and Kansas as well as the
WAC states, Big Sky Conference
states and the PAC 10 states.
The conference will split television earnings into 13 shares. The
host school (Air Force) will receive
three shares and UNM two. All
other WAC schools get one share
and the conference office will receive the last share.

"It is real exciting," says UNM
head football coach Joe Morrison,
whose team boasts a 3-0 tecord. "It
will help our team get even more
pumped up than they already are. It
(TV coverage) will not only help us,
but it will help the whole conference!'

..
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LUNCH

11:30-2:30
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INDIA KITCHEN
E.. Indian

292-7790 0

SPECIAL

DINNER FOR TWO
$11.95 ONLY

DINNER P

5:30-'9:00 ~
Sun.-Thu.

5:30-10:00 s
Fri.-Sat. U

N
This Offer Good Till
Oct. 30, 1982 ~

D

INCLUDES
Appetlzer--Papar/Samosa
Maln-·Chlcken Cuqy/Splnach & Cheese
Bread, Fried Rice, Dry Veg.,
Rlata, Salad, pickles & Hot Sause
Dessert-·Barfl/Gulab Jammun

R

11048 Montgomery, N.E.
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Terrorist attacks hit Western Europe
Terrorist bombers struck in 1I banks, tax offices and other public
major cities across Spain and dyna- buildings in Madrid and 10 other
mited a West German train carrying Spanish cities, causing damage but
U.S. Army supplies Wednesday. no casualties.
In Bonn, a West German govern·
Interior Minister Juan Jose Roson
mcnt security report warned new blamed the attacks on GRAPO, a
attacks were expected against Amer- terrorist outfit known by its Spanish
ican targets by the Red Army Fac- acronym for the Oct. 1 Anti-Fascist
tion and other left-wing bands.
Revolutionary Groups. He linked
Spanish police said a shadowy the attacks with the Oct. 28 general
urban guerrilla group set off 15 elections.
crude home-made bombs outside
Two bombs went off in Madrid,

DAMASCUS, Syria.:__ More
than 100,000 Palestinian mourners

Jock Itch? Athlete's Foot?
lf you think you have problems with the above, you may be evaluated at no charge
for possible inclusion in a study to compare drug effectiveness. The study runs
two weeks and treatment will be provided at no charge.
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Leon, Tarragona and Barcelona.
Other bombs exploded in Seville,
Valencia, Cordoba, Vigo, Castellon, Oviedo and Mataro.
West German police said terrorists tried to blow up a German freight
train carrying 37 supplies to a U.S.
Army depot near Gicssen. They said
no one was injured in the blast that
tore up rails and ripped a hole in the
track but did not seriously damage
the train.

Guerrilla general given hero's farewell

For information call
Dr. Becker or
Dr. Tschen at
277-4757
.
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October Pride Fest
UNM
Homecoming
1982
coming up:

King & Queen
Applications
Available in Alumni Office
2nd floor S.U.B.

Deadline:
Mon. Oct. 4
All organizations
and departments are
encouraged to participate.

led by guerrilla chief Yasser Arafat will not pass without punishment,''
bid a hero's farewell Wednesday to , George Habash, leader of the
slain Palestinian general l\bu AI Popular Front for the Liberation of
Walid.
Palestine, told the crowd, "His
Considered the top military I blood and spirit shall unite us and
stategist of the Palestine Liberation I strengthen our unity.
Organization's Al Fatah group, Abu
As the PLO leaders and members
al Walid was killed in an ambush at a ; of Abu AI Walid 's family spoke at
Palestinian camp in eastern Lebanon the cemetery, the funeral procession
'Monday.
slowly passed through the narrow
Althoughitwasnotclearwhowas streets of Al Y Almouk,lined with
responsible for the ambush, Arafat up to 100,000 to 150,000 Palestitold some 2,000 mourners packed nians.
into a tiny corner of the cemetery in
His body was borne on a flatbed
the AI Y Almouk refugee camp the trailer behind a truck. Accompanydeath "signifies the criminal spirit ing the flag-draped coffin was an
of Israel."
anti-aircraft gun captured from the
"It shows the intentions of Israel Israeli army.
toward the Palestinian people,"
He is survived by his wife, four
Arafat told the crowd, which daughters and five sons, who reside
cheered his remarks, "Such a crime in Amman, Jordan.

National News

Senate races to pass
funding resolution
WASHINGTON (UPI) - Racing the clock, the Senate Wednesday
narrowly rejected a number of con·
troversial amendments and worked
nonstop in an effort pass a spending
measure needed to fund the govern·
ment past midnight Thursday.
Without enactment of the temporary funding measure I called a "con·
tinuing resolution,'' the federal government would be forced to begin
shutting down operations Friday the beginning of the 1983 fiscal
year.
Congress has not enacted any of
the 13 regular appropriations bills
for the new fiscal year, yet plans to
begin a two-month recess Friday to

campaign for the Nov. 2 congres·
sional elections.
The Senate resolution would fund
the government until Dec. 22. Con·
gress intends to return fot a lameduck session Nov. 29 to complete
work on the necessary appropriations bills.
Some 40 amendments, many of
them involving controversial issues,
were estimated to remain - delaying passage of the continuing re·.
solution.
"I don't see any way to get there
before midnight," assistant Senate
Republican leader Ted Stevens of
Alaska told reporters just before
opening the Senate debate at 8:20
a.m. EDT.

State ~nd Local News

Bandelier receives
donation for restofation
BANDELIER NATIONAL ton to accept the donation from the
MONUMENT, N.M. -A non- National Parks and Conservation
profit conservation group has given Association, a Washington based
the National Park Service director private, non-profit, membership
$60,000 to help restore deteriorating organization.
exterior woodwork at historic Bandelier National Monument near Los
The money was the first the
Alamos.
NPCA ever has given the Park SerRussell Dickenson, director of the vice, spokesman Ben Moffett of
Park Service, flew in from Washing- Santa Fe said.

Get ready for:
Noontime l:ntertainment:
Oct. 18·22
King & Queen Elections:
Oct. 21
Coronation and Pep Rally:
Oct. 22 Noon
House & Lawn Display Tour.:
Oct. 22, 7:00 pm
Parade of Lobos Contest:
Oct. 23 6:30 pm
and much more!
It's for you!

NUCLEAR ~7/?A/'f/EZE TALK
7:45p.m. Friday. Oct. 1
. Woodward Hall
No Admission • Open to the Public
..They Won't Stop the Anns Race for Us"
by.Randy Kehler, National Coordinator
Nuclear Weapons Freeze Campaign
and
. "Myths and Realities of National Security"
by Roger Moms, Former Senior Staff Member
National Security Council
Sponaorecl by New Mexican• for a Bilateral Nuclear Weapon•
Freeze
Ad aupported by United Campua Mlnlatriea

Reg.ents disconnect Mountain Bell's phones
Cra•g ChrJssmger
The UNM Board of Regents
VVednesday a $5.23.
m1lhon contract for a new telephone
system, a legislative budget request
for 1983-84, and bids and budgets
for the Hodgin Hall and NCAN
Gymnastics Buidling projects
James ~iegmann, direct~r of
budget, sa1d the Mountain Bell system .in use is inadequate for the university. UNM has almost reached
the 6,~-line capacity the system
can prov1de.
Univ~rsal Communications Systems, wmner of the telephone contract, will provide UNM with a
capacity of 12,000 lines.
The budget request is not complete in a few areas because it is
dcl?endcnt upon several factors
wh1ch arc not yet available to the
budget office.
The budget will be sent to the
a~p~oved

Board of Educational Finance and
when the factors are available, the
BEF computer will use a formula to
determine financial needs in the uncompleted areas.
The Regents approved a
$100,000-budgct increase for the
Hodgin Hall restoration project with
the ~xpectation that public support
for !1 would continue, University
architect Van Dom Hooker said the
t~tal budget for the project is approXImately $1.2 million. Work on the
project will begin in mid-October
and is expected to be finished by
October 1983.
The NCANGymnastics Building
budget was increased by $35,000 to
$510,000. Hooker said work will
begin when the contract is signed
and must be completed by Feb. 28
1983.
•
Approval also was given to
KNME-TV to lease land in the
Wagon Mound area for construct- RE'!ENTS' PRESIDENT, Henry Jaramillo, directs discussion

Student senate suggests
Regents pick New Mexican
Stephanie Dominguez
ASUNM passed a resolution re-

qu;~ti.ng t.he UNM Board of Regents

to g1vc JUSt and careful consideration to New Mexicans who arc applying for the ~NM Presidency,'' at
a scnat~ mectmg Wednesday in the
Student Union Building.
"I feel the students should have a
say in who the President should be ''
said ASUNM president Mich~cl
Gallegos. "We are not asking that
they leave out any minorities, just
that he be from New Mexico."
Faculty Senate President Steven
Kramer, a guest speaker at the meeting, said "I think it is important that
students and faculty work together.
~SU~M ,can be a full partner, not
JUSt a JUDIOf partner.''
He said the main concerns of the
faculty senate at present are to propose t~at each UNM constituency
chose 1ts own representitivc to be on
future administrative search committees.
He said the faculty was also thinking about circulating a petition on
campus asking for the resignation of

University of Albuquerque President Frank Welch.
When asked by Gallegos about
the .status of a new student grievance
policy, Kramer was disappointed in
the lack of action taken on a new
policy that required a great amount
of effort.
''I spent two years on a committee
rewriting the student grievance policy," he said. "Then it just sat on
President Davis' desk, and nothing
has happened since."
Kramer advised that Dean of Students Karen Glaser be approached
about the delay of the policy.
. Gallegos al~o asked Kramer if the
faculty senate would support a proposal by ASUNM that the six-week
class-drop period be extended and
that the grading policy for repe~ting
a class be changed.
"You've picked two issues where
there is a difference of opinion between the s~dents and the faculty, 1 '
Kramer srud. "I will ask that the
faculty senate takes into closer
account your concerns but I will ask
that you bring me a pa~kage of your
proposals ahead of time.''

While. Regent Ann Jourdan listens during deliberation at their
meetmg yesterday.
ing, P,laintaining and ~perating a square feet and rent is $250 a year.
telev1s1on translator facility to reThe Regents approved $4,717 in
broadcast its programming in that new quasi-endowments and
area. Construction costs will be $234,047 in funds added to estabfunded by a federal grant the station lished quasi-endowments.
has received. The site is 6,400
Quasi-endowments are funds

given to UNM by a donor who does
specify the usage of the donaliOns. The Regents determine where
the funds are to be used. UNM's
q~asi-endowments arc worth approXImately$! 0 million and most of the
funds have been designated for
scholarships.
. ln additio~, the University An;hlvcs Comm1ttcc reported to the Rc·
gents and offered recommendations
An University Archives Progra~
was established in principle at the
Rcgen.t's March IS meeting and the
con11mttce was formed to offer a
proposal for the program.
~ot

. The program will preserve, orgamze and make available UNM records for legal 1md historical recor~s, tl~e Writing of a history of the
~mversJty for the lJNM cemennial
1~ 1989, ~nd fostering alumni rcla~IOns. Estimated cost of the program
IS $45,000 to $50,000 a year.
Finally, the Board approved degrees for all candidates from the
I 982 ~ummer sessioiJ, and the construCtiOn of a second building at the
L.os Alamos branch campus if the
b1d comes in within the approved
bud.gct fo~ the project. Bids for the
proJect wdl be received today.

Cleaning Out the Attic Sale

20% to 50o/o off
PUMA

adidas•
Be sure to check
for other in store
clearance Items!

Coronado
Center
Lower Level
883-1280

We Sell Only
1st Quality Merchandise!
Sale Days

Sept. 30 • Oct. 2 only

Invite Your Parents To:

PARENTS

DAY

Saturday,
October 9, 1982

Pant Parade
20% off

Registration
8:30-3:30 pm

all fashion jeans

Campus Tours
8:30-3:30 pm

Brlttania, dordache, Calvin Klein, Sergio Valenti,
Sa••on, .Landlubber, Dee Cee,
Zeppelin, Cherokee, E•pirlt, A. Smile

Open Houses
10:30 am & 1:00 pm
Various Colleges and Departments

And all Levis at the regular low price of
$17.50

Special Events
9:00 am-9:00 pm

General Stores

Football Game
7:00pm
(UNM vs BYU)

EVERYONE WELCOME!

The only men's & women's clothing store In the University area.

Ill Harvard SE
(across from UNM)
403 Cordova Rd. West
Santa Fe

266-7709

8117 Menaul NE
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DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau

Editorial

Kent Kullby

•

Castles fly 1n Las Vegas' skies
Visitors to the United World
College in tiny Montezuma, New
Mexico, might be tempted to
focus their attention on its castle.
Certainly that immense Victorian
building dominates the valley.
And its history is just as intri·
guing; originally a fashionable
turn of the century hotel, Montezuma Castle later housed Jesuits
during Pancho Villa's Mexican
reign of terror.
With its widow's walks, grand
ballrooms, and immense fireplaces, this grand structure
seP.ms more akin to Newport
than New Mexico. Abandoned,
then vandalized in the years before the Armand Hammer
Foundation purchased it for the
UWC, renovations have now be·
gun for a grand reception next
month to honor HRH Prince
Charles.
But it's the students who are
really the focus of this unique
sch o o I. Its directors have
brought together 100 students
from 48 countries, including Poland and the USSR, Palestine

and IsraeL It is the hope of the bunch as they finish their first
school's directors that after two week of classes. These students
year's education, these students aren't worried about world
will be equipped to promote in- peacr::. There are a hundred
ternational understanding.
adjustments to make, from deIf this sounds naive, It is. Its veloping a taste for Mexican
administrators frankly admit food to remembering to address
their goal is an idealistic one. It's an envelope in English, not Arathat kind of a school. After all, the bic. They're busy with communFoundation could save $8,500 ity servicP. at nearby New Mexico
per student per year in its peace- State Hospital and forming a
making efforts and send these mountain rescue team. What
kids to a New England summer students aren't out combing the
camp. Or encourage internation- hills for materials to begin their
al pen pals. Better yet, pass out class in Navajo weaving are hoppeace signs and hold a peace-a- ing the college's newly planted
than.
grass will be in good shape beBut that isn't what the UWC is fore Prince Charles arrives.
The United World College was
about either. School isn't play for
these teens. Most are in class the brainchild of three men con·
from 8 til 6:30 with mandatory · cerned about world peace in the
study time til 9. And, though it's post-World War II era. Dr Kurt
hard to understand how a two- Hahn, (who also started the Outyear IB degree can be equivalent ward Bound program), Admiral
to a year of high school and one Desmond Hoare, and Antonin
of college for some students, two Besse began the first of the six
years of college for others, no UWCs with the Atlantic College
one's complaining their calculus in Wales in 1962. Later, Lord
Mountbatten became president
or physics are too easy.
They're a bright-spirited ofthe UWC's International Coun-

Thirty students from the UNM lU'e
spread across the nation enrolled in
colleges and universities from New
York to Hawaii because they are
participating in the National Student
Exchange program.
"These students are very outgoing al)d independent. Many have
had to work extra hard to earn
enough money to go,'' said Suzanne
Hart, assistant director of Admissions and UNM coordinator ofNSE.
The NSE program is a cooperative agreement between UNM and

cil. Prince Charles is now president of the IC, which has gained
the support of Thor Heyerdahl,
the UN's Kurt Waldheim, and
NATO.
Its critics will say it's impossi·
ble to tell if this school is achieving its purpose. After two years
in New Mexico, many teens
aren't going to want to go home.
Of those who do, how measure
their peace promotion? We don't
measure even our world leaders
on their desires for peace. We
measure their results.
But the school's leaders recognize that war is based on prejudice, and prejudice on ignorance. UWC's teens are old
enough to have formed opinions
about their world, but are young
enough not to be cynical.ln addition to their regular classwork,
they discuss world problems and
current events to discover how
men can better learn to live with
each other.
Onethingforsure: you can bet
ldi Amin was no UWC graduate.-

I appreciate good writing as
much as the next guy. I also
appreciate clear, precise, wellformed thought. I would be the
last to contend that the Daily
Lobo is a harbinger of either of
these.
Certainly the Lobo's editorials
are only indicative of this.
However, to complain about the
lack of literary and intellectual

skill exhibited in a Lobo editorial, to my dictionary, if something is
in a letter to the editor of parallel garbled it is unintelligible; so it is
incompetence, is an act of sheer pretty difficult for a point or idea
to be conveyed in a garbled
hubris,
If Marcy McKinley's editorial manner.
of Sept. 2 was no paradigm of
logical order and good gramma·
As for logical order or well
tical style, then it is only eclipsed turned arguments in Mr. Wilby Mark P. Williams critique of it, liams' letter, I am still lost where
By way of example: Mr. Wil- we got into things black and
liams writes of "garbled" En- white. I forget, were we talking
glish being all right if the "idea about tele,vision sets?
comes across." Well, according

Announcements in Lip Service wl/1 .be run the day
before the event and the day of the event on a space
avpi/ab/e basis. Lip Service Is av,zl/able to all UNM
nrm·projil orgonlt.al/ons. Forms for Lip Service con
be pkked tJP in Marron Ha(l, room 138 and must be
tumedin by2 p.m. tlredayprfortopub/icotlon.

Today's Events
'SOLAS- The Studa:nt Orsanlzatlon for Latin
American Studies Will have its wee~Jy meetins at
11:30 a.m. today at the Latin Arnr:rican Institute, BOl
Yale NE (on the main campus, soulh of Lomas).
O~n to all interested students. lncludes a brown-bas
lunch.
1be Compos Committee for Humo 0 Hl&hh Ia
Latin /t.merkl will have'" oraa.nizational meeting at
7 p.m. today In the SUB, room 231 A.

MAM

Attendance requested
Editor:
A recent speaker on campus,
Michio Kaku, nuclear physicist,
made clear the urgency of the
issue of nuclear disarmament.
For students, faculty and others
wishing to know how to get in·
valved, I would like to suggest
that they attend the State Convention for the Freeze put on by
New Mexicans for a Bilateral
Nucjear Weapons Freeze (2479690) on Oct. 1, 2 and· 3. The
keynot6 speeches will be given
by Randall Kehler, national coordinator of the Freeze Campaign,
and Roger Morris, author and

former member of the National
Security Council. They will be at
Woodward Hail on Friday, Oct. 1,
at 7:45p.m.
The sessions on Saturday and Editor:
Sunday at St. Mary's School
I'm writing in response to Fri·
Gym, 224 Seventh NW, will include workshops and a Candi- day's front page article on pladates Forum on Sunday at 11 giarism. Vince Baca, the chaira.m. Come and find out where man of the Student Standards
the candidates stand on this and Grievances Committee. was
most important and urgent issue quoted as saying, "We want to
of our time. Come and find out make students aware about what
what you can do to help develop could happen to them if they plagiarize.'' Well Mr. Baca, the artia rational policy.
cle by Michael A. Gallegos
makes
the consequences of plaYours sincerely,
giarism
all too clear. Nothing will
Anne Kirschner
happen to students who plagia·
rlze. I feel that all students who
cheat should be dismissed. Plagiarism is more serious than
cheating on an exam because it
quiry and the resignation of
Prime Minister Begin and De·
fense Minister Arik Sharon. Or
the cabinet ministers and generals who resigned in protest. Why
do you ignore the real key behind Editor:
Begin's decision, namely religious affairs minister Yosef
I would like to thank you for
Burg's threat to resign, a move
insuring the immediate downfall once again covering our fraterni·
of the present government, un- ty's activities in your paper.
less a full inquiry was approved? However, I would like to object to
Could it be your own need for your use if the word "melanchoself-importance in determining ly" in the caption. I'm sure it was
events? More probably it's just an attempt at a clever play on
that you depend too rnuch on words, but I believe the strong
you own paper for news. If you meaning of the word melancholy
need a pat on the back, try a does not justify the small laugh a
course on positive thinking. few of your readers may have
Otherwise, just read another gotten •. The word melancholy
connotes Slldness and depressnewspaper once and awhile.
ion. The sororities that partici•
Jonatha11 Field pated did so because it is a ftin
event (i.e., Real Women like
Editor's note: The article Mr. good clean fun). l'rn sure they
Field is referring to, as indicated would withdraw their participa•
in the dateline, was written by tion if it caused them any emo-·
tional discomfort. I suggest you
United Press Jnternational.

Article questioned
Editor:
Your September 29 front-page
article, "Israel yields to press·
ure," shows blindness to the true
dynamics behind the Israeli gOV·
ernment's decision to establish a
full inquiry into the Beirut massacre. You print that it was
"world pressure" which led
Israel to "yield" and appoint a
judicial inquiry. No such thing
happened. It was Prime Minister
Begin, not Israel, who yielded,
and it was the Israeli people, not
the world, whose pressure
caused him to yield. Even PLO
officials such as Vasser Arafat
and Edward Said have acknow·
!edged the self-reckoning which
is occurring now in Israel.
Why do you choose to ignore
the fact of Israeli anguish over
their part in the Beirut massacre 7
A fact made clear by the 350,000
Israelis, nearly a tenth ofthe total
population, who turned out last
Saturday demanding a full in·

Well, these things have a way
of degenerating into an ex-

The GtH"'I Ad...,oey C..lllldlol tbe Com•lllloa
on PO!Ita«ondarr Educadoa will meet at 8:30 a.m.
today in the Pete McDavid Room of the University
Arena {South campus). The oaenda will consist of a
full discuSsion and revieW of lhe draft statewide plan
for postsecondary education and a discussion of a
proposal for restructuring the Council membership.

change of polemics between
people who have nothing better
to do than sit around bitching about how bad the Lobo, the local
government, the world and all
else is.
So, allow me to say only that if
one is to complain about the condition of the paint on their neighbor's intellectual house, they
should be sure to see that their
own isn't flaking off as well.

more than 50 other colleges and uni- we could send only one student
versities. The student is able to there," Hart said.
attend an out-of-state school while
This year most UNM students expaying UNM tuition rates.
Each spring Hart travels to an
NSE conference to ell.change students with the. other schools. The
number of students accepted to other
colleges matches the number of students accepted to the UNM, Hart
said.
"Most students want to go to the
University of Hawaii near Honolulu, but there was only qne student
from there who wanted to come to
the University of New Mexico. So

I~

Letters---------------Complainers should look at themselves
Editor:

Program .offers UNM students unique opportunity

Tbe UNM Studenl Support Serrice.11 will offer a
variety of events today. "Menopause Support
Group" will be from 7 p.m. to9 p.m. In the Women's
Center. 11 8ack B~ercise Class" will be from 12.noon
to 1 p.m. in the Student Hcal.th Center. "Career
Planning: The Why1s and How's," a Career Service,
will befrom3 p.m. to4 p.m. In Mesa Vista Hal12.131~
''Hrallh Awannru WMk" will present the East
Mall E"hibits from9 a.m. to 3:30p.m: today,

Tht UNM Departmeni of M11bemltte~ 1nd
Slatbtlca will present Uf\IM Professor Howard Fegan
who will discuss H(sosped:ra! Potentials on
.tlomgcneous Spaces" at 3:30 p.m. today in the
Humanities Dulldlng, room 428. The colloquium will
be preceded by refreshments In the math department
lounge.

ANfJ m;
"CATA5'fl?IJPHIC'
STAY5W11H

M6 ..

B.Z. Golovoy

The Pblllpplne Student Ailodllh;tn will have a

I

potluck and officer's election meetinJ; at 7:30 p.m.
tonight at 1623 TijcrB.'I AYe. NE, apt. 1. Open to all
interested students.

'Melancholy' bad word
either abandon your attempts at
making puns or be more careful
to see that the pun better fits the
situation.
Also, I wish to point out that
the fraternity sponsoring the
event was Lambda Chi Alpha
Fraternity, not Chi Alpha as mentioned in the caption. We had
hoped that our request for a
spelling correction in your weekly football poll would have made
you moreawareofourfull name.
I hope this mistake was simply
an accidental omission.

Scott Schrader
lambda Chi Alpha Fraternity

Applications tor next year's exchanges will be available in November and must be completed by the
end of February. The exchange
program is open to undergraduate
students who have been enrolled for

More information is available
from the Office of Admissions, International Stu<lcnts and NSE located in Scholes Hall, room 109.
Students ;1re required to have t1
gmde point avemge of 2.5 and must
present .letters of recommendation
with their application. Hart said that
when many students prefer the same
college, the mo~t highly qualified
student gets first pick of their col·
lege.

SUZANNE HART
NMPIRG will hold its Board of Directors meetlna
at 7 tonight in the SUB, room 231A. Among topics
discussed will be the ''Bottle.Bill'' and the upcoming
election for members on the board of directors for
NMPIRG, Open to !he public.

Friday's Events
Tbe UNM Pllllosopby Club WUI feature Professor
Rob Schwartz of the UNM Lsw School who will
present a paper tltJed "Creutionism, Sdentlnc
Method and the First Amendment" at 3:30 p.m.
Friday In the Phllosphy Library. Refreshments will be
served preceding the talk ot 3 p.m. tq ·~ftc Philosophy
t..ounge.

Wallace Clift, Episcopal Priest, pastoral Coun·
selor, and head of the Department of Religious
Studies al the Unlvenity of Denver In Colorado wiJI
speak at two events in Albuquerque on .Friday; Oct,
1.. Dr. Clift wil_l conduct a workshop and will speak
about ' 1Juns's Psythology and Pastoral Care 11 from
9·11:30a,m.lnSeton Hall at St. JosephHospltai. Dt,
Clift will lecture on 'iThe Unconscious- and the
Spiritual Life" at 7 p.m. at St. Mark's-on·the-Mesa
E.p.iscopal Church, 431 Richmond NE. This lecture Is
open. to anyone Jnterested, the charge is $7.!10 per
person. More information is available from St.
Mark1scburch,262-2482.
The New Muh:1a1 f<ir 1 Bllatr,..l Nuclttr
WnPQM Free-ze will sponsor a free public talk by the

National Coordinator of the Nuclear Weapons Freeze
Campaln, Randy Kehler at 7:4S p.m. Friday In
Woodward Hall.
The BaUroom .Oaacr Cl1b will meet from 7:30 to
11:30 Friday nigh! in the .SUB Ballroom, F..tured
dane" will be: the Cha·Cha and the Waltz;
The Department of SodoloJY will present Dr~
George KatslaficiS' from lhe .University of Califor·
ni1V'Sin Diego who will speak about ''The NewLeti
as a World Historical Movement" rrom 3:30 p.m.
Friday at 1915 Roma NE, room 104. They will also
have: a brown bag lunch where they will discuss ·"The
StUdy of Social Movements: A Critica1 Analysis"
from 12 to 1 p.m. Friday at 1915 Roma NE, room

114.

Conceptions
Southwest
1962 Issue on sole how $4
In UNM Bookstore,
ASA Gallery, Morron Holt 131
& selected local bookstores

Friday is the last day to drop a fall
course without penalty or grades.
No approvals are required. The ~eg·
istration Center will be open until 5
p.m. for processing course drops.
To drop all ccurses or to withdraw
from the university, students should
go to the Dean of Student~ office and
complete a withdrawal fonn. No
approvals are required for withdrawal through Friday. Tuition is notrefunded for withdrawals or drops af-

ter the fourth week of classes.
Courses will not be dropped after
the Oct. I deadline. Withdrawal af·
ter this date for circumstances
beyond the student's control requires pern1ission from the dean of
the college where the student is enrolled. Grades WF or WP will he
assigned by the instructor at the time
of withdrawal. No withdrawals will
be approved or accepted uftcr Dec.
10, 1982.

What is this thing called love, anyway?
According to cartoonist Skip Morrow (author of the
phenomenally popular The Official/ Hate Cats Book and
The Second Official/ Hate Cats Book) it's a sentiment
that's grown cute, coy, and completely out of hand
Here, then, is Skip'slatest collection of
fiendishly funny drawingsa tireless crusade against
schmal_tz that sheds
a whole new light
on the flip side
of love.

THE

OFFICIAL

I HATE

LOVE
BOOK
by
Skip

Morrow
UNCONTESTED
DIVORCE: $75

leaves no doubt as to the guilt or
innocence of the defendant.

Dave Hilland

"The program offers students a
chance to broaden their education
both academically and socially,''
Hart said. "This year is the first time
the College of the Virgin Islands in
St. Thomas has participated. We
were able to send one girl there und
you can bet she's seeing a lot of
cultural differences.''

at least one sem"ster at UNM. The
swctcnt mny exchnnge for one
academic year. However, seniors
may ell.change for one semester,
Hart said.

·orop deadline· near

Worse than cheating
It is a poor reflection on UNM
when its academic standards are
compromised. Rules are effective only when the punishment
for breaking them is swift and
sure. The commentthatthe committee was lenient on the girl because she was close to graduating is particularly offensive. In
effect, the girl was treated like
the child that she is in that she
can't be held accountable for her
actions.

changed with schools in Maryland
and New York, she said.

$395

COURT COST ADDITIONAL
NO CHARGE OR OBLIGATION
FOR INITIAL CONSULTATION

I'll t
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Another brainchild
from your favorite
birdbrains.
The wit and wisdom of Shoe, the sage,
cigar-chomping editor-in-chief of the
Treetops Tattler Tribune, and his ace
pundit and crack reporter, Cosmo "the
Perfesser" Fishhawk, have been col- ~~~~:.;;;;,-1
lected in this anthology of 270 strips. -THE
Carried in over 700 newspapers, Pulitzer Prize·winner
jefTMacNe!ly has created the most poignant animal
characters since Walt Kelly's Pogo.
With a supporting cast that includes the
daredevil courier, Loon; the
Perfesser's precocious
nephew. Skyler; and Roz,
the proprietress or the
local greasy spoon, the
wisecracks come fast
and thick in this fine·
feathered community.

ON WITH
THE SHOE

By Jeff Ma•:Nelll1
$5.95
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Tamarind pursues excellence

Lobo punter tops in WAC

Ann Ryan

266-4880

When the Tamarind Institute was
founded in 1960, to revive lithography as a print medium for artists, it
was the only place of its kind,
Now there are more than 100
lithographic print shops, and the
Tamarind offers a program "unique
in the world" said Marge Devon,
assistant director of the institute, to
train the printers and master printers
New Mexico Public Interest Research Group
who will staff those shops.
A division of the College of Fine
SUB Rm 24E 277-2757
Arts, the institute has a reputation
Election Oct. 14, Filing Date Oct. 8, 5pm
for excellence in lithography that
All undergraduate and graduate students
draws artists from around the wotld
can be members.
to print there, artists such as Louise
Pick up your petition at the NMPIRG office.
Ncvelson, Elaine de Kooning and·
Fritz Scholder.
Through the Professional Printer
Training Program, students can receive an advanced degree in
lithography from UNM. At the end
of that one year program, they may
apply for the one year Master Printer
Program. U a student successfully
completes the Master Printer Program, they are certified as a Tamarind
Master Printer.
Both programs can accept only a
limited number of students, Devon
said. This year there are eight people
in the first year of the program and
wishes to announce that an admission oHicer will be on campus
only two training as master printers,
to speak with anyone interested in pursuing a legal education.
she said.
To arrange an interview or to attend a group $e55ion, contact
During the first year program,
the office listed below.
student printers study the technical
aspects of lithography, its history
Contact: Career Planning
Date: Monday
& Placement Office
and its business side, and collaboOctober 4, 1982
rate on prints with graduate students
L--~~===~---::----=~""'""':========~
from
department.
· ~ =- ___ ... __ ~~A' the
'veryarttechnically
different pro-

1 Oo/o Discount With UNM ID

Join NMPIRG's
Board of Directors

she said.
Many steps are taken to insure the
integrity of any given print run.
When an edition has been printed
(there are an average of 50 prints to
an edition, Devon said), the stone is
ground smooth.
Tamarind prints are not only
signed by the artist but are also

George P. Chavez

embossed with the personal chop of
the printer and the Tamarind chop.

Lobo punter Bobby Ferguson is a
happy football player. And he has
good reason to be. He's playing for
an undefeated football team and his
statistics show that he is the 11th best
college punter in the country.
Ferguson is the number one punter in the Western Athletic Conference averaging 44.4 yards per kick,
His booming kicks have helped put
Lobo opponents deep in their own
territory.
"It's very fulfilling," he said after kicking a long one during practice. "Playing well makes you want
to win even more and it makes practice easier. "
He said it was a different story last
year. The l..obos finished 4-7-1
and Ferguson was called on to punt
93 times. He said he wasn't pleased
with his performance.
"I averaged 38.9 and it was the
lowesU've ever had while playing in
college."
Ferguson said he worked hard on
improving his kicking this summer
but didn't get immediate results
from it. So he watched other punters
closely and said he saw their mistakes aud realized what he was doing
wrong. He wouldn't say how but he
did improve. He has kicked 20 times
ir. three games this season for 888
yards with his longest kick traveling
55 yards.
The Lobo punter kicks the ball
with a bare foot. He said he had to
use shoes while kicking in high
school because of equipment rules,
but he has kicked barefoot for a long
time.
"At fmt it stung a little, but I got
used to it. I get better contact with
th~ ball kicking withqut a shoe,'' he

13ecause of the experience and
technical skill needed to create a
lithograph, Devon said, "an artist
has to be devoted to pursue it." The
same can be said for the student printers who train at the Tamarind.

Pepper.zoine Univeusif.y
School o.r Luu.J
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UNM PRE·MEDICAL n~-~ROFESSIONS CLUB
277-6565
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0
S.U.B. 24 ·

U

presents

Dr. Felix Martinez
on

LIFE (OR DEATH)
AFTER MEDICAL SCHOOL
(ie Residencies)

Thursday Sept. 30 7pm
Edcu. rm 101

Also Election of Board Members
at this meeting.

Make the most of your good looks with
BAUSCH & LOMB
soft contact lenses.

_.,
-

Eyeglass wearers... take your eyes
out of hiding. Feel confident again.
Let your natural beauty shine
through. You'lllove the way Baush
&. Lomb soft contact lenses give you
a whole new look on life. And
they're woter-drop soft and com·
fortable, too! Call for your fitting
appointment today.
More people wear Bausch & Lontb
soft contact lunses than all other
brands of soft contact lenses com•
bincdl

CONTACT LENS FITTING FEES:
$210-Soft Sphurical Contact Lens (Polymacon)*
$300·Soft toi•ic Contact Lens for Astigmatism.
{Bufilcon)+
$3SO·Soft Extended-Wear Contact Lens for
Nearsightedness (Bufilcon)•
• Complete Price tncludcs• Visual Analysis • Glaucoma .testing • Fitting
and Dispensing of Contad Lens • Initial Chemical Care Regime • Patient
Care and Follow·up Core of Contact Lens • Sales Tax

Dr. Robert H. Quick and

Dr. Dwight Thibodeaux
Optometrists

.
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1020·A Eubank NE • 298-2020
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cess,'' lithography demands that the
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von said.
In the lithographic process, the
artist draws the desired images on a
large stone with greasy black pencils
or washes. The stone is chemically
treated so that the ink will ''take' ' on
the stone only where the artist drew,
thus creating a print on paper.
Separate drawings on separate
stones must be created for each color
the artist wants in the print. The printer is responsible for the chemical
preparation of the stone and then
works with the artist at the printing
press until a bon a tirer is created. A
bon a tirer is the print the artist is
satisfied with and against which the
prints in the edition will be judged.
The printer is then responsible for
the run of the edition.
Those who are accepted for the
Master Printer Program are paid interns and work with the staff and the
professional artists who come to
Tamarind.
The institute also offers a one year
Curators Program for students who
wish to learn the "business of
lithography," Devon said. That includes "the preparation of the paper, quality control, documenting,
signing and recording" of the prints,

Kimo presents
Spanish play

Said.

Ferguson is a senior who transfered to UNM from Northwest Mis•
sissippi Junior College where he
average 43 yards per kick. He said

Defending Western Athletic Conference champion Brigham Young
University displayed their championship form at the 28th annual
William H. Tucker Invitational Golf
Tournament yesterday, firing a fiveunder-par 283 to open an eight shot
lead over seco~d place Houston.
BYU, ranked third in a recent
national poll, was led by WAC
medalist Rick Fehr, who tied for
opening day honors Houston's Billy
Tuten with a three-under-par 69.
Defending Tucker champion
UNM had a rnugh day at the University South course, finishing tied
for third with New Mexico at eightover 296. The Lobos were led by
Tony Hidalgo, who is third individually with a two-under70. Hidal-

Local, French writers meet

"What we're doing is bringing
together six very good writers who
live and work in bilingual
societies." said the organizer of the
colloquium, Steven Kramer,

Thiee writers from New Mexico,
Rudolfo Anaya, Tony Hillerman
and Frank Waters, will join poet
Gaetan Brullotte, novelist Alphonse
New York's Spanish Repertory Piche and Russian Literature expert
Theater visits the Kimo Theater Alexi Klimov for this event.
tonight where they will stage the
comedy, ''Tc juro Juana, que ten go
ganas," by the contemporary Mexican playwright Emilio Carballido.
The performance is part of a tour
KNME-TV, Channel 5, will
sponsored by Citlbank/Citicorp and
the National Endowment for the broadcast a videotaped performance
Arts and is brought to the Kimo by of "Nariz de Ia Muefte'' (Death's
the City of Albuquerque's Depart- Nose), a highly successful UNM
theatre arts production, on Saturday,
ment of Community Affairs.
Even those who don't know Span- Oct. 2, at 9 p.m ..
ish should appreciate the play that,
Written and directed in 1981 by
in the style of a Moliere comedy of UNM theatre Professor James Lin·
manners, comments on pretentions nell, "Nariz de Ia Muerte" is a
and hypocrisy. The story is a web of Southwestern, bilingual folk tale
small plots and alliances which unite which explores the struggle of life
in the final scene.
against death through music, magic
The performance starts tonight at
and puppets of all sizes.
8 p.m. Tickets are available at the
The play has reached audi~nces in
Kimo. Prices are $4.50 for ildults,
and $2.50 for seniors and children. Albuquerque; Chihuahua, Mexico;

Next week the six writers will be
at the Quebec school for a similiar
colloquim.
"We have a long program of
cooperation with Quebec that goes
back over five years. It began with
French summer school - Quebec
has contributed a professor every
summer, and then we've established
a program of cooperation during the
academic year."
The UNM department of modem
and classical languages is sponsoring this colloquium for people interstcd in bilingual society or bilingual
studies, New Mexico literature or
French literature.
"All these people have a particu·
Jar interest in some aspect of this
program," Kramer said. "We want
people to feel free to participate in
it. t t

KNME to a.ir UNM play
and Fort Worth, Texas, and was one
of seven plays in the country last
year invited to the National Amer·
iean College Theatre Festival at the
Kennedy Center for the Performing
Arts in Washington, D.C.
Linnell has . written a sequel to
"Nariz de Ia. Muerte" called "La
Cantina de Ia Muerte" (Dcath's
Cantina). The original play will run
Oct. 7 to 9 and 14 to 16, with a
special benefit peformance Oct. 6,
in the Rodey Theatre in UNM' s Fine
Arts Center. All shows are at 8 p.m.
For ticket information, call the Box
Office at 277·4402.

JAZZ JAZZ JAZZ
James Newton Jazz Trio
Saturday October 2, 8 p .....
in Santa Fe, 100 Guadalupe Street.
Sunday October 3rd, 8 p.m.
in Albuquerque At The Kimo Theater,
Downtown.
See James Newton on flute, voted the number one jazz
musician by DOWNBEAT magazines jazz critics,
Anthony Davis, brilliant new pianist, and Abdul Wadud,
Innovator of new jazz cello.

Advance Tickets $7.00
At Giant Ticket Outlets
For Information Call
.982-1338 or 842-6659
BAREFOOT Lobo punter Bobby Ferguson is the WAC leader
and ranked 11th nationally in average yards per punt.
he is glad he carne to play at UNM.
"I won't make any predictions,
but we can go all the way this season," he said,"We have a good
chance of going undefeated this
year."
''He's .an excellent punter," head
coach Joe Morrison said, "He has a
great ability to catch the football on
the snap."
Morrison said Ferguson is also a

very likeable person who has a good
chance of playing professional football.
"I haven't made any plans, but I
hope to go pro. If I can keep my
average at 44 or 43 I have a chance,"
Ferguson said.
Ferguson said the most important
thing right now is the game against
Air Force this weekend.
"I want to .keep my mind on what
I have to do. And that is to help the
team win the game."

BYU·Ieading tourney

Jeff Alexander

LITHOGRAPHY STUDENT Jim Weigle works on a lithograph
at the Tamarind Institute. Weigle is one of eight students in
the Fine Arts Printer Training Prl)gram.

Three New Mexican writers and
three writers from French Quebec
will join for a colloquim on Thursday and Friday, Sept. 30 and Oct. l
from 2:30 to 5 in the Ortega reading
room.
The colloquium will concern the
situation of a writer in a bilingual
society and how that society influ•
ences his work.

...

Pack Extras: Next Saturday is
designated as Parents Day at
UNM. Free tickets for the parents
of students under 22 years or age
may be obtained by filling out the
application redeved In a mailer.Jf
your parents didn't get the mailer,
applications may be picked up in
the student activities office. The
deadline is set for October 5.

go got support from Mike Stand1y,
who shot 73, and Ron Castillo, who
gained a spot on the team by winning
the walk-on competition earlier this
year, who shot 74.
Dave Waszak, who finished .fifth
individually at the Falcon lnvitationallast weekend, shot 80 yesterday.
Greg Peters (79) and team captain
Marty Van Hekken (82) w.ill have to
play better if UNM hopes to gain on
the leaders.
"The guys who we expected to
play well didn't, and the guys who
we thought might have had some
trouble played really well,'' .UNM
coach Dwayne Knight said after the
round. "It was not the type of round
I expected. Hopefully, we can put it
all together for the second round."

Windsurfing
at Cochiti
Cochiti Lake will be the scene
Saturday for competition in one of
the nation's fastest growing sports,
windsurfing.
Combining a surfboard and a sail,
the sport pits individual riders
against the whims of wind and current as they compete with each other
to demonstrate their skill and manu·
vevering ability.
Jim Tuckett, an English 1itemture
major at UNM, is favored to take top
honors in the ev.ent, sponsored by
Myers Rum. Most of the competitors are expected to be students, a
spokesman for the event said.
Cochiti Lake is northeast of Albuquerque offl-25. The competition is
set for 1 p.m. and continues through
the afternoon until 5 p.m.

Soccer Club competes
The UNM Soccer Club will play
the University of Wyoming in the
first round of the Colorado State Invitational this Friday in Fort Collins, ·
Colo.
Other teams in the tournament include Colorado Stale, Northern Colorado and the University of Colora-

do. Robertson said, ''Most of these
teams are fed by the youth soccer
program iii Denver, which is excellent."
The Lobos will be short one or
two players for the trip because of
Frid!IY exams.
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(next to Student Bookstore)

COLOR PICTURES
I Chroma-Color Labs
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Just addtequilo
vodka or gin!
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You,
yes you,
can serve
Margaritas
tonight.

Finest Custom l'hoto Lah

2 Eggs, hashbrowns
·1
in Albuqm·1·qm·
ToastMuffin) . ', ~
(or English
and coffee •••••••••• 89¢: I · • lrrtJIIHI CDIDrllibs
Sweet roll,
· 1-.;;..;,;.;.:_____~

orange Juice,
14116 Lomas Nl~
266·0261
and coffee •••••••• $1.09 I,
IO% oFF
•111 S~'l'l'it·t•s wi~h this :1d . .
110cciT- & Friday
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AI a ltudant In nuralng, you are eligible for a unique
profnaklnal opportunitY aa an Air Force nurae.
Make the trenalllon from new graduate to a competent
practitioner thru the Air Force's 5 month Internship.
Contact your Air Force Nurse Repre&entatlve for more
Information on the opportunltlee available.
IT'S A GREAT WAY OF LIFE.
DARRELl. MOYER, TSgt., USAF
2125 Wyoming Blvd., NE
Albuquerque, NM 87112
can Collect (505) :l92-3842
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REMINDER:
Today at 5 p.m. is the
deadline for dropping a
course

Friday, October 1, 1982

Amerasian children
leave Vietnam for U.S.
HO CHI MINH CITY, Vietnam
The children paraded proudly out children to leave Vietnam since the
(UPI) - Eleven giggling children ofHo Chi Minh City airport tenninal American pullout seven years ago,
fathered by Americans during the and chanted in Vietnamese, "Let's and Vietnamese officials said a total
Vietnam War left the Communist- go to America,'' before boarding an of 20,000 such youths were eligible
ruled land Thursday in what Viet- Air France charter flight for Bang-' for resettlement in the United States.
nam called ''just the beginning" of kok, the first leg of their joumey to
Vietnamese officials at Tan Son
an exodus of the youths to the United the land of their fathers.
Nhut airport in Ho Chi Minh City States.
It was was the largest group of the
the former Saigon -~ said 26 more
children would leave for the United
States next week if U.S. authorities
cooperate with the project.
The children, who arc between
the ages of 7 and 15 anrl bear U.S.
citizenship because their futhcrs rcc·
ognize them, joined 228 other re~·
Taina Kuusisto
even if they decide to give no- fugees departing Vietnam Thursday
thing- to the coordinator. That is as part of the ''Orderly Departure
The University Combined Fund the only way for us to know if every~ Program.''
Most of tlJem had pictures of their
Drive is trying to raise $85,240 as body got a donation card,'' Magnufaded color snapshops that
fathers,
part a city-wide fund drive to raise son explained.
$4 million.
Employees can donate through they showed to reporters. They were
Nancy Magnuson, chairwoman payroU deduction or cash. They can accomponaied by an assortment of
for the University Combined Fund sign the card for a continuing nine relatives.
Only one father, Gary Tanous of
Drive, and her volunteers hope to pledge, for a one year only deducCamas,
Wash., flew to Ho Chi Minh
receive contributions from the facul- tion orfor a one time only deduction.
to
greet
his 15-year-old daughCity
ty, staff and students by making the
"UNM is committed not to be
campaign educational and informa- heavy-handed with its employees, ter, Jean Marie. He arrived in Bangtive.
trying to make them donate. So it is kok two weeks ago and received per"People need to know about the very hard to try to reach a dollar goal mission to travel to Vietnam.
agencies, so they'll know where when you can't actually push peo"It has been a long, hard road, but
their money is going to go," Mag- ple. It is a matter of pushing gently it's been worth it," Tanous, 42, said
nuson said.
and pushing the way they don't after embracing his daughter for the
She has divided the University know they are being pushed," Mag- first time in seven years. "If I felt
into 25 areas according to an organi- nuson explained.
any better I couldn't stand it."
zational chart. Each area has a coorShe has challenged the student
Hours later, the charter jet landed
dinator and additional volunteers. body to help the United Way by rais~ in Bangkok, where the children will
Altogether, (5 to 100 people are ing $5,000.
spend two days while their passports
Kent Kulby
working for the campaign which
"ln previous years, the students and other documents are brought up
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS walk past the shadow of Mon- will end Oct. 15.
have attempted to raise $4 ,000 to to date. .
tezuma Castle during the first week of classes at the new
The coordinators are distributing $5,000 and they have been slightly
U.S. officials said privacy laws
United World College in Las Vegas, New Mexico.
information packages with a dona- successful," Gallegos said.
forbid the disclosure of the fathers'
tion card among employees in their
The last couple fundraisers u~ identities, but said the children
area.
has been able to reach the dollar goal would be flying to Georgia, Texas,
"It is very important that all the and •'that makes it a real chal- Washington, Arizona, Oregon,
employees return the signed card lenge," Magnuson said.
California and Washington, D.C.
icans more sympathetic to the
Kent Kullby
Palestinian cause than in the past.
Other cultural clashes occur in evThe experiment in international
exchange at the United World Col- eryday aspects of living. One
lege near Las Vegas is full of smiles, Norwegian student said he is shocktears and plenty of international re- ed at the amount of litter Americans
velations.
throw on the roads. However, his
balloons. The balloons are filled
The balloons participating in
Cutter Field is nearly barren
the fiesta are of every imaginable
now. A few campers and trai1ers
while it is still dark and lift off in
Some 100 students from 49 coun- friend from Brazil said he sees less
tries are in their first week of classes litter here than he docs in his
are huddled together. A short disshifts to avoid collision.
combination of colors. Many deat the new Armand Hammer United country.
pict the advertising slogans and ·
tance away the skeJetons of conThe fiesta lasts eight days and
But they all share the experience
trademarks of companies, but
World College - one of six such
cession stands and crew pavilions
involves various contests and flymany more are privately owned
colleges on four continents. Twen- of being away from home at a young
are beginning to spring up. Telebys, including manuevering for
ty-five students are from the U.S. age. "Sometimes you'll hear somephone company linemen are rig·
and reflect only the personal
keys to new cars atop a tall post,
and 75 students are from foreign one crying in their room because
ging up a phone system, and a
tastes of their owners. There arc
races around pylons, races for
countries. Two Native Americans they are so homesick,'' Brazilian
skull-and-crossbones balloons,
few reporters are chatting with
distance and navigating abi~ity.
from New Mexico are attending the student Marcelo Calliari said.
banana yellow balloons, balloons
workmen for background mateThe students said they like the rurial.
college.
resembling racing yachts under
full sail.
The school offers a two-year In- ral setting of Las Vegas, but one
ternational Baccalaureate degree for student said some of them thought
The dust is blowing and grey
The most unearthly quality of
students ranging from ages 15 to 17 they were going to Las Vegas, Nev.;
clouds hang low, perhaps a harthe
fiesta is the peaceful silence
and were quite surprised to find
years old.
binger of rain storms that would
with which the balloons travel
More than the degree, school offi- themselves in the small town of New
cancel the festivities.
across the blue skies. The air will
cials hope students gain a feeling of Mexico.
By early Saturday morning
be completely filled with balThe school's curriculum is de·
int~rnational understanding to take
Cutter Field will have been transloons of every description, and
signed to be equivalent to the senior
back to their respective countries.
formed into the launch point for
there
will be no noise whatsoever
At the college Israelis attend year of high school and freshman
447 hot air balJooons - mdre
-save for an occasional 'whoosh'
school with Palestinians and Rus- year of college, said Andrew Mathan have ever been assembled in
. as the crews release more butane
clehose, dean of studies.
sians with Poles.
one place at one time ever before.
to keep the airbags full and the
Besides the language and science
"We wanted to have students
attitude steady.
from opposing countries. We hope courses, the curriculum includes
The Albuquerque Hot Air Balthat as they relate to each other in "Peace Studies" which is quite
loon Fiesta held at the beginning
this setting, they will find ways to fashionable in Europe 1 Maclehose
There is no charge to view the
of October each year is one of the
understand each other," said Dr. said.
lift off - however one does
most spectacular and colorful
College tuition is $8 ,500 for the
have to get up very early in order
Theodore Lockwood, director of the
events hosted by any city in the
first year and $9,400 the seecond
to
find a place to park. The bal~
college.
world. The fiesta draws balloon''l love the experience. People year. Most students are ott scholoons begin lifting off in shifts as
ists from all over the U.S. and the
soon as it is light enough to
here have a much better idea of larships from the Artnand Hammer
world, lured by prizes, the prosmanuever. Once they are up,
what's going on in the world," said, Foundation or from their countries.
pect of flying with so many other
Dr. Armand Hammer is the
they will hover over the city in
Offi Susser, an Israeli student. "We
balloons in the same sky, and the
surreal silence, and are visible
have some conflicts. Some kids founder of United World College.
usually excellent weather condifrom almost any spot. The fiesta
think there's something wrong with He is an internationally known phitions Albuquerque offers.
me for being an lsraeli.-But they'll lanthropist and chief executive of
is certainly one of the most
The fiesta is held in October
breath-taking sights available in
get over it,'' she said. ''People come Occidental Petroleum.
because of these conditions and
"Because of his connections we
UP. to me and ask what I think about
the Duke City and is one of the
the cooler early morning temper·
best ftee shows available anywhat's happening in Lebanon. It's were able to get two Russian stuJoe Cavaretta where.
atures, which aid in inflating the
hard to speak for the whole nation." dents. None of the other colleges
Palestinian student Basim were successful in getting students
KahJeifeh said he is finding Amer- from there," Dr. Lockwood said.

Fund drive aiming
to collect over $85,000

College opens doors

Balloons rise with sun tomorrow

